
From: Scott Walker 
Date: 18 April 2018 at 19:29:49 AEST
To: "freight@transport.nsw.gov.au" <freight@transport.nsw.gov.au>

Subject: Freight and Ports Plan Submission

Good evening,

Some ideas which need to be addressed within the containerised supply chain are as follows.

Please accept this email as a submission to be considered and discussion points for the Freight 
and Ports plan.

I can make myself available at any time to discuss further, thanks for taking the time to review 
below.

HPV and PBS

1. VISA is fortunate to enough to have gained a couple of permits to Sydney addresses
2. We are not permitted however to travel on the M5 and M7 in peak times heading east

bound in the morning and west bound in the afternoon. This idea alleviates the
assistance these vehicles

3. This has now come to a grinding halt due to council reluctance and ignorance of how
these vehicles operate

4. Education to councils and assistance must be given to councils allow these permits to be
granted

5. 1 such example where we deliver 4000 x 40’ containers to a client has been knocked
back in the Fairfield council. Instead of VISA reducing truck movements by half, we will
continue to run 4000 trucks through this council area

Empty Container Parks
1. Empty container parks are the missing link in the supply chain and not regulated like the

Stevedores or the transport companies
2. For effective supply chain operations, empty container parks must be held accountable

for their actions and delays
3. Empty container parks must operate 24 hours a day 7 days a week, just like the

Stevedores and transport companies do
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Vehicle Mass
1. At VISA Global logistics we operate vehicles at GML, CML and HML. I would not know

how long the current mass limits have been in place, but in 20 years in the industry I do
not recall any change

2. In recent years technology of both Prime Mover and Trailers has changed significantly.
There is now ABS, EBS and Disk brakes to name a few. Air Suspension leaving less impact
on roads.

3. The current mass limits should be looked and potentially increased in line with
technology and todays environment

4. This would greatly reduce single trip loading from our ports, and also single loading of
trucks along Sydney’s main arterials

PBLIS Review
1. PBLIS is now many years old has been a big win for the efficiency of the port
2. Is it robust enough to endure the next decade and beyond
3. Parts or the legislation should stay, but should penalties of hundreds of dollars be applied

for being a second late. There is an out of balance here which needs to be rectified
4. A complete overhaul is required to allow for overall supply chain efficiency
5. When we take the Infrastructure surcharges just levied on transport companies, there

needs to be a level playing field, they hit us in every direction.

Truck Technology and Emissions

1. There are no benefits or offsets to business running modern and up to date fleets.
2. An increase in the diesel fuel rebate should be offered for modern trucks which meet

certain safety and emission standards
3. There are over 140,000 trucks in Australia which are pre 1996, these trucks have no

emission controls on them, this is also more than a quarter of trucks on Australian roads
4. It is said that the majority of these trucks are operated in metro areas, the worst type of

pollution vehicles.
5. More needs to be done to reduce these numbers, either penalising older vehicles

through diesel rebate and registration, and rewarding newer vehicles through the same
methods

Regards,

Scott Walker
National Transport Manager - Commercial

Building 1, 1 Coal Pier Road, 
Banksmeadow NSW 2019, Australia
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